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Abstract.
Much of standard galaxy dynamics rests on the implicit
assumption that the corresponding N-body problem is (near)
integrable. This notion although leading to great simplication
is by no means a fact. It is therefore important to develop meth-
ods characterizing the stability of motion of N-systems in order
to check whether this condition actually has a foundation. We
argue that traditional methods that use Liapunov exponents
are unsuitable for N-systems. This is mainly because the for-
mer are asymptotic quantities with no local meaning and that
no nontrivial asymptotic limit can exist. We therefore examine
an alternative method, pioneered by Krylov (1950) and rst in-
troduced to gravitational systems by Gurzadyan and Savvidy
(1984,1986). It involves a metric on the congurational mani-
fold which is then used to nd local quantication of the diver-
gence of trajectories. We give a denition of relative instability
of dynamical systems described by this method and show that
it does not suer from most of the problems associated with
the Liapunov exponents. We then discuss possible practical
applications.
We also present the results of high precision N-body simu-
lations of the dynamics of systems of 231 point particles over
a few dynamical times. The scalar and Ricci (or mean) cur-
vatures are calculated along the trajectories and the relative
instabilities of dierent systems are thus derived along with the
corresponding "mixing" timescales. The eect of softening is
also examined. We compare the predictions obtained from the
calculations above with the spatial evolution of the dierent
systems and deduce that this is well described. In barticular,
it is found that the method describes equally well all relax-
ation processes that occured suggesting that it does describe
the macroscopic evolution of gravitational systems. These in-
cluded collective (plasma type) instabilities and violent relax-
ation. In all cases the results based on calculations of the scalar
curvature qualitatively agree. These results suggest that both
the order of magnitude calculations based on the scalar curva-
ture, like those of Gurzadyan and Savvidy, and more detailed
future applications of the Ricci curvature to realistic systems
should be justied.
Key words: Gravitation { Instabilities { Celestial mechanics,
stellar dynamics { Galaxies: evolution
1. Introduction and motivation
1.1. On the assumptions of standard galaxy dynamics
In the classical theory of Jeans, Oort and others (see Binney
& Tremaine 1987 (BT) chapter 4) present day galaxies are
treated as collisionless uids in steady states described by one
particle distribution functions obeying the time independent
Collisionless Boltzmann Equation (CBE). In addition, it is of-
ten supposed that these distribution functions depend on the
phase space variables (of individual stars) only through the
isolating integrals of motion (again of single stars). This im-
plies that almost all orbits are regular and therefore conserve
as many integrals of motion (in involution) as the number of
spatial dimensions they move in. Thus, for a three dimensional
system of N stars there are 3N conserved quantities and the
N-body problem is solvable by quadratures|or integrable (see
eg. Whittaker 1937 or Goldstein 1980 for discussions using clas-
sical analysis: more modern treatments can be found in Arnold
1989 (ARN) or Abraham & Marsden 1978).
Thus in this picture galaxies are modeled as:
{ Classical uids with time independent densities
{ These time independent densities produce potentials simi-
lar to those for which the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is sep-
arable.
Obviously these assumptions cannot be strictly satised for
real galaxies. It is argued however, that due to the large two












(where v is the characteristic speed of a star and n is the num-
ber density of "eld stars" of mass m) , these systems can be
treated as eectively collisionless over many Hubble times. The
problem, however, is that derivations of this formula are based
on the implicit assumption that the Newtonian equations for a
gravitational system have solutions that mimic those of linear

















. Moreover, the forces
are long range and do not saturate. A statement like: 'a star in
a galaxy is mainly inuenced by the mean eld generated by all
other stars and is almnost unaected by encounters' is then a
reection of these facts. It means that the direct impulse from
encounters is expected to be relatively small. However, due
to the complicated nature of the solutions of the Newtonian
equations for N > 2, discreteness can have a major indirect
eect; the nonlinearity of the problem prevents the adding up
of motions due to interactions between pairs of stars. The fact
that gravity is a binary interaction is irrelevant since the forces
adding up linearly does not imply that the solutions do so. This
suggests that the the N-body problem is perhaps best studied
in its entirety. In this regard it may be perhaps useful to recall
that the collisionless steady-state approximation is not a trivial
simplication of the dynamics: It reduces the N-body problem
to N one-particle problems in a given potential, thus reducing
the number of eective degrees of freedom from 3N to 3 and
the dimension of the phase space from 6N to 6.
For general Hamiltonian dynamical systems, regular orbits
occupy invariant (under time propagation of the solution) tori
in the 6N phase-space. In integrable systems these occupy the
whole of that space. Under perturbations, however, some tori
are destroyed leaving areas where irregular (or chaotic) mo-
tion can occur. The extent of the chaotic region will depend on
the strength of the perturbation. Bounds given by the KAM
theorem predict that a positive measure of tori will survive





a critical amplitude (for a statement of the KAM theorem and
an outline of the proof see Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1983
(LL): a full version of the proof is given by Arnold in Mackay
&Meiss 1987). The value of 
c
decreases as exp( N logN) and
has been shown to be irrelevant for many higher dimensional
physical systems (see Pettini 1992 (P92) and the references
therein) while the perturbation due to discreteness noise de-
creases only as 1=
p
N if it is random (eg. Saslaw 1985). The
diusion time away from the regular orbits remaining is also





1977: see also Perry and Wiggins 1994) . These results suggest
that a system is unlikely to become more regular with increas-
ing N in direct contradiction with the linear results (of two
body relaxation estimates) but as expected from considering
the complicated nature of solutions of generic N-systems. In
fact, for the particular case of a spherical gravitational system,
it was shown by Gurzadyan and Savvidy (1986) (GS) that as N
increases this system tends towards an Anosov (1967) C-system
with maximal instability in phase-space (if one neglects escapes
and direct collisions). Making the same kind of assumptions as
those used to obtain eq. (1) (by considering an innite and ho-
mogeneous medium) GS obtain the following relation for the













which is considerably shorter than the binary relaxation time.
Now a C-system is the most unstable Hamiltonian system
that can exist. The collisionless approximation however pre-
dicts that spherical systems end up in completely integrable
steady states|the most stable systems that can exist. The
contradiction arises of course because the linear analysis lead-
ing to (1) focuses on the fact that the force function becomes
smoother as N increases and assumes directly that this im-
plies the solution becoming more regular not taking into ac-
count that exponentially smaller perturbations are needed with
increasing N to make an N-system unstable. Therefore while
some quantities that do not depend on the exact details of
the dynamics may be slowly evolving and not sensitively de-
pendent on the discreteness noise, the solutions themselves are
heavily sensitive to noise. For example, the change in the en-
ergies of stars that arises from discreteness noise is likely to
be much slower than the changes in their trajectories. A rough
example of that is the fact that numerically integrated orbits
in xed (and smooth) potentials can have the energy conserved
along their trajectories up to ten digits while the trajectories
themselves are completely innacurate perhaps not resembling
(even qualitatively) the real ones. The numerical errors here
represent the noise (if they are taken to be random, a proposi-
tion still under discussion, McCauley 1993). An even rougher
example is that of a collision of two billiard balls. If we know
to a good approximation the total energy of the system and
the nal energy of one of the balls we can compute the nal
energy of the other ball accordingly. However in a grazing col-
lision which way the ball actually goes will sensitively depend
on the initial conditions. This is because energy as a rst inte-
gral of motion is related directly to the force and not through
the particular trajectory which depends on the whole set of ini-
tial conditions. Therefore even if encounters are negligible in
this rough energetic sense this does not imply that the actual
detailed dynamics are collisionless in the sense of being stable
solutions of the CBE. One would expect that some macroscopic
quantities would be aected, for example velocity dispersion or
the actual shapes of the gravitational system.
In fact, even simulations of single particle motions in xed
potentials show that single orbits, as well as their statistical
properties, change signicantly over a timescale  
b
when
the potential is given some graininess (Pfenniger 1986, Udry
and Pfenniger 1988) or when the orbit is periodically "kicked"
(Kandrup 1994 and the references therein).The full N-body
problem would be expected to be much more irregular and
prone to evolution on small (compared to 
b
) timescales. Such
eects are actually observed in N-body simulations of up to
10
6
heavily softened particles, but are assumed to be due to
the relatively small number of particles. There is no proof (even
tentative) that these eects would be completely negligible for
N  10
10
except the linear formulation described above ( a
review of such occurrences is given by Hernquist & Ostriker
1992: see also Sellwood 1986). In addition non-stellar objects
such as giant molecular clouds in galactic discs and black holes
in halos can cause even more serious trouble for the collisionless
approximation.
Also, even if the collisionless approximation does hold, this
does not guarantee integrability and the existence of a cor-
responding steady state for a given system. This is because
individual orbits, even in a smooth steady-state potential, can
have time dependent density distributions, giving rise to mor-
phological evolution. This would be the case in general non-
spherical potentials as noted by Binney (1982). Hassan et. al.
(1993) describe such behaviour for barred spirals while Merrit
& Friedmann (1995) show that it may also be important for
ellipticals.
Finally it seems that perhaps there is some observational
evidence for evolutionary phenomena (Pfenniger et al. 1994,
Pucacco 1992) in galaxies and in systems where linear theory
predicts relaxation over a Hubble time it seems that theories
based on properties of dynamical systems give better results
(Vesperini 1992, Goodwin 1995).
1.2. How chaos drives evolution
It is well known (eg. Braun & Hepp 1977) that gravitational
systems obey the CBE in the innite N limit. Testing the clas-
sical theory is therefore equivalent to testing for the existence
and stability (against discreteness noise) of steady state solu-
tions of that equation. An integrable system can either oscil-
late coherently or reach a macroscopic steady state through
phase mixing. This is a trivial form of relaxation which pro-
ceeds over a timescale of an orbital time. It is simply due to
stars moving at dierent angular frequencies on their respec-
tive KAM tori in the 6-dimensional phase-space|the motion
in the 6N -dimensional phase-space being a 3N torus character-
ized by the 3N integrals. Since most galaxies are not believed
to be undergoing signicant large scale oscillations, we con-
clude that if they are integrable dynamical systems they must
be in a steady state. Moreover, if they are suciently far from
any chaotic system they must be stable to small perturbations
(KAM theory). This is what is assumed in the classical theory.
A necessary condition for evolution therefore is the non-
integrability of the system. This condition is satised for N-
body gravitational systems since there are no global integrals of
motion other than the classical ones (Poincare 1889). However,
not all non-integrable systems exhibit interesting behaviour
(dierent from classical theory) in times of interest. We need
the property of mixing|that is the spread of localised vol-
ume elements (corresponding to sets of initial conditions) to
cover large areas of the 6N phase-space (while still conserving
their original Lebesque measure, eg. Sagdeev et. al.). We also
need that the system be suciently chaotic so that this mixing
occurs over short enough timescales and covers a large range
of initial states. Then we can say that the macroscopic state
corresponding to these states can evolve.
It is therefore important to examine dierent methods
for detecting these processes and the timescales associated
with them in practical situations where the predictions can
be tested. The rest of this study is a rst step in this direction.
In the next section we describe why certain subtleties related
to N-body gravitational systems require local methods to be
used in the quantication of unstable and chaotic behaviour.
One such approach based on the geometry of the conguration
manifold is then described. In section 3 we describe some of
the possible applications of this approach while in section 4
results of some numerical experiments testing the method are
reported.
2. Characterization of chaos and the Ricci criterion
2.1. Diculties with commonly used methods
Central to the idea of phase space mixing is the idea of dynam-
ical entropy used to quantify it. The most important of such
quantities is the so called Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy which is a
measure of the information production by a system (or equiva-
lently the rate of a macroscopic observer's loss of information
about it) caused by the divergence and mixing and is at the
heart of any dynamical interpretation of the irreversibility of
macroscopic evolution. The easiest way of calculating the KS
entropy is by evaluating the Liapunov exponents which for a
dynamical system dened by the vector equations
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where the sum is taken over all positive exponents and the in-
tegral is over all possible initial conditions. For systems with
simple enough phase space and when the innite time charac-
teristics are required, the KS entropy calculated with the help
of this formula suces to describe the ergodic properties of a
system. Positive KS entropy over a compact phase space, or
some region of it that has this property, is a sucient condi-
tion for the presence of what is usually called chaos and the
accompanying erratic behaviour which leads to the approach
towards statistical equilibrium even in low dimensional sys-
tems. The evolution timescale is usually related to the inverse
of the Liapunov exponent.
Open systems interacting via unsoftened Newtonian poten-
tials do not have compact phase spaces however and therefore
the situation is more complicated. Here no nal state exists and
one has to distinguish between the various stages of evolution
i) Violent relaxation, ii) Collective (plasma type) instabilities
iii) Evolution towards an isotropic rotator iv) Kinetic evolution
towards equipartition, core collapse etc. Here the distinctions
are rather arbitrary and are used only for clarity|these pro-
cesses may interact and inuence each other. Stage three has
been given very little attention in the literature because of the
lack of a mechanism from traditional physics leading to such
evolution (on a timescale smaller than given by (1)). Neverthe-
less, the chaotic nature of the N-body problem may provide a
clue as to how this might happen. And while evolution towards
equipartion may be taking place when the system is in this
stage it need not be the dominant eect|although it could
be enhanced by the mixing nature of the system. Therefore
mechanism iv) is not the only possible mechanism for evolu-
tion other than i) and ii).
All the above processes should be characterized by the
phase space mixing but evidently cannot be described by any
quantities dened only for innite times. The following remarks
give details of some of the problems associated with such an
approach.
Remarks
1. The Liapunov exponents as dened above have no local
meaning along a trajectory since we have not dened any
local structure on the phase space. In fact they are valid for
dissipative as well as Hamiltonian system. They are asymp-
totic quantities and the existence of the limit (4) is guar-
anteed by the Oseledec (1968) theorem which says nothing
about the transient behaviour.
2. The exponents calculated using the "standard" numerical
algorithm of Benettin et. al. (1976) have a local meaning
and are therefore, in general, dierent quantities from the
theoretical exponents of the Oseledec theorem (an example
is given in P92). The numerical exponents can be justied
as local averages in a space M  <
2
, (see P92 for details)
where < represents time and M is a subspace of 3N dimen-
sional Euclidean space. Its dimension for a given system is
equal to the minimum number of generalized coordinates
that can describe its spatial congurations. We will there-
fore refer to it in what follows as the congurational man-
ifold.
The important point to note here is that the averaging
described above is done by comparing dierent temporal
states and not trajectories and these are not equivalent. A
stark example of the erroneous results that one could be
possibly led to is given by examining the behaviour of a
pendulum





 =   cos 
when cos  is negative this has a solution
  e
t
that is, it is "exponentially unstable" and displays " sensi-
tivity to the initial conditions". Of course  will not av-
erage out increasing as e
t
but we cannot know that if, for
example, this was a complicated physical system and the
physically correct initial conditions lie in an area where
cos  < 0 with the integration cpu time to reach cos  > 0
being prohibitive. Obviously, in the above example, the tra-
jectories do not diverge at all (any two states move on the
same circular path dened by the pendulum length) but
the states did. This is actually a manifestation of "phase
mixing" which shows it to be quite a trivial process. In par-
ticular, if (5) is solved during the early evolution of a large
dimensional integrable system, one could obtain exponen-
tial instability until the phase mixing stage is over. Also the
return time of the system to the original unrelaxed state is
extremely long so that it should not reach the "cos  > 0
region" in reasonable time. This situation is similar to the
route to turbulence suggested by Landau and Hopf (Lan-
dau and Lifshitz 1987). During this time, the trajectory
of the system is also likely to be "lost" numerically even
though strictly speaking there is no chaos.
The above considerations suggest that the practice of ex-
tracting instability timescales from short time integrations
of the linearized equations of N-body systems (eg. Good-
man et. al. 1993) could, at least in some cases, be mislead-
ing. In addition, the results thus obtained are dicult to
interpret because of the lack of a theoretical framework to
help in that regard. Direct comparison of the full non-linear
evolution of slightly dierent systems (eg. Kandrup et. al.
1994 and the references therein) is even harder to relate to
conventional denitions of chaos.
3. The diculties outlined above are especially serious be-
cause even for individual orbits in xed potentials, where
the phase-space is relatively simple, some exponents are
known not to converge as reported by Contopoulos (1978)
and Udry and Pfenniger (1988) whatever the numerical al-
gorithm (the rst study uses the standard algorithm while
the second uses the method of Eckmann & Ruelle 1985
which appeals directly to Oseledec's theorem). Moreover,
systems for which the exponents do not converge in reason-
able time are likely to be the most interesting ones|those
which are slowly evolving. For the full N-body problem
the only limit that can exist is all exponents tending to
zero.This corresponds to the nal state where the major-
ity of stars disperse to innity leaving behind a few close
binaries (Goodman et. al. 1993). Obviously not of much
use.
4. Most existing strict results (theorems) governing the prop-
erties of a system which depend on its exponents are proved
only for systems of two degrees of freedom, while for many
dimensional systems the situation becomes much more
complicated.
5. The exponents appear to be discontinuous functions of the
bifurcation parameters as shown by Eckmann & Ruelle
(1985). For numerical studies of N-body systems this dis-
continuity of the exponents has been shown to exist due
to the nature of the Newtonian interaction, both softened
and unsoftened, (Gurzadyan & Kocharyan 1994)
6. In addition to the solution of the 6N rst order dierential
equations one needs to integrate to solve the motion of an
N-system, one has to integrate 6N  6N linearized equa-
tions (which come complete with a complicated F right
hand side) to obtain the full Liapunov spectrum of 6N ex-
ponents or 6N linearized equations to obtain the largest
exponent.
7. There will always be problems near singularities in an un-
softened Newtonian potential.
From the above considerations one might conclude that
Liapunov exponents are not well suited for the study of in-
stability of N-body gravitational systems, and that one has to
look in other directions for an adequate formulation. In the
next section we describe an alternative method.
2.2. The study of motion on Lagrangian manifolds
There are a variety of ways of transforming Hamiltonian prob-
lems into the study of some metric space (see P92, Gurzadyan
& Kocharyan 1994 or the articles by Gurzadyan and Pettini in
Gurzadyan & Pfenniger 1992). The oldest and most well known
of these hinges on the observation, apparently rst made by
Hertz (1900) in the course of his remarkable reformulation of




2Tdt = 0 (7)
(where T is the kinetic energy along the motion on a trajec-
tory ) from which the equations of motion in their Lagrangian
form arise is actually an expression for geodesics on a the con-
gurational manifoldM (described in the previous subsection)
where the motion is restricted as a result of conservation laws.
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for particles of unit mass and 
e
refers to variations in the
trajectory  holding the energy and the end points xed. These
are thus geodesics in the energy submanifold of the congura-
tion space and the q's are coordinates on it. If we now choose






The metric then is
ds
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for a three dimensional system.
From the Jacoby equation which describes the geodesic de-






(where n is a separation vector analogous to  in (4) and
Riem is the Riemann curvature tensor and r
u
is the covariant
derivative) one can obtain the following relation for the norm



















is the two dimensional curvature in a plane dened by
u n and where we have used the fact that n
?
:u = 0 . If k
u;n
is negative everywhere for all planes as dened above (that is






k n k exp
p
 2ks (10)




k n k exp 
p
 2ks;
for _n < 0.
These relations describe the linearized dynamics in the "di-
lating" and "contracting" spaces characteristic of the class of
Anosov (1967) C-systems to which, as was mentioned earlier,







eraged aver M is the KS entropy. In comparing two C-systems





to be more unstable. This system will have a larger
exponentiation rate and so initial conditions will tend to mix
faster along geodesics. To determine how fast the initial condi-
tions mix in time we note that ds=dt =
p
2T so that if T does
not vary too much during the evolution s 
p
2T .
2.3. Ricci curvature and the corresponding criterion
To the knowledge of the author C-systems are the only rigor-
ous product of ths geometric approach detailed in the previous
subsection. GS have shown that the condition for C-systems is
not satised for general gravitational ones. However, as Kan-
drup (1990a,1990b) has shown, the probability of a two di-
mensional curvature being positive along a N-system's trajec-
tory decreases exponentially with increasing N . Also in the
N-body problem relation (10) implies that all orbits are unsta-
ble (chaotic) at all times. However, one needs much less than
what is described by (10) for observable eects of instability
to be detected (just for 10% of orbits to be chaotic may be
enough). We therefore need some averaged form of (9) and a
corresponding instability relation instead of (10) to character-
ize this behaviour. Ideally such a relation should not require
the evaluation of the Riemann tensor.
A natural way of proceeding is by using the Ricci (or mean)





















of the geodesic velocity vector u. The Ricci curvature is related












The value of r
u
does not depend on the particular set of
normal directions n chosen so that r
u
=(3N   1) can be seen as
the average value of k
u;n
over all possible directions normal to
u on the congurational manifold M .





over the whole manifold corresponds to the Kolmogorov en-
tropy. In general it will provide an "averaged" measure of
irregularity in terms of which equation 9 can be written as















where Z is now to be interpreted as the norm of a correspond-
ingly averaged vector. If the term in brackets is negative on M
it can be imagined, for example, to be the norm of a random
vector being "stretched" with a negative elasticity coecient
which has an absolute value at least as large as the minimum
on M of the average of  k
n;u
over all possible directions at
each point in M .
If r
u
(s) is negative on a region of M then one can obtain










. One can then apply the criterion of rela-
tive instability of C-systems to general Hamiltonian dynamical
systems in regions of their congurational manifolds where the
Ricci curvatures are negative, which in this case will express the
relative probability of any two systems being unstable under
random perturbations. We adopt here the following denition,
convenient for numerical studies of N-body systems.
Denition:
Let R1 be some subset of the congurational manifold M1
and R2 be a subset of a manifold M2 with M2 not necessarily
dierent from M1 . Suppose also that the Ricci curvature is
negative in both of these regions. We will say that R1 corre-
sponds to congurations of a dynamical system that are more
unstable than those represented by R2 if the average value of
 r
u
is larger in R1 than in R2.
Note that: As in the case of C-systems we obtain





2T . If we are comparing
systems with dierent kinetic energies the evolutionary times
derived will have to be scaled accordingly. If the kinetic en-
ergies of systems are changing in the region of the dynamical
systems of interest then timescales derived from the Ricci cur-
vature alone are not rigorous. If the logarithmic derivative of
the kinetic energy is small however then s 

T t (where the bar
denotes an average over the region of interest). Otherwise a
fully dynamical formulation with time replacing s in equation
(12) would have to be considered (see P92).
The denition leaves us the choice to compare dierent ar-
eas of the manifold of the same dynamical system or those
of dierent systems. Also the averages can either be static or
taken along a computed trajectory of the system. Also, al-
though the above formulation does not allow explicitely for
dissipative forces, these can be added as time dependent per-
turbation to an open Hamiltonian system.
To actually calculate the value of r
u
one contracts the Rie-




































. Here W denotes T = T (V ) while rW and
r
2
W represent its Cartesian gradient and Laplacian respec-









k u k= 1. For an N-system, the implied summation would be
over i; j = 1; 3N . Moreover, if the interactions proceed through
the usual Newtonian law with no direct impacts r
2
W = 0. If
we now label by a, b and c the particle numbers (which run
from 1 to N) and by k and l the three Cartesian coordinates of
a particle it is straigtfoward to obtain the following expressions





































































































































The practical procedure of implementing the criterion de-
scribed above will therefore consist of using the position and
velocities of particles for the congurations of the system un-
der study to obtain u, W and the quantities dened in (14).
These are substituted into (13) to nd r
u
. In this way one can
calculate the Ricci curvature for various regions of the con-
gurational manifolds of dierent systems. We then use the
above denition to classify systems according to their stability
properties.
In the next section we describe some of the possible practi-
cal applications of this approach. First however we look at its
advantages and disadvantages to see what its best uses might
be. For this purpose let us now take each of the remarks of
section 2.1 and see if we were able to make any progress with
this geometrical approach.
1. Since the regions R in the denition above can be taken as
small as we wish the method is clearly local. This is because
r
u
is directly related to the local geometry of the manifold
where a system lives and is not an asymptotic quantity.
2. The method describes the deviation of trajectories and not
of states so what can be termed the 'chaotic pendulum
problem' is avoided. In fact it can be seen from (13) that all
systems possessing only one degree of freedom (those with
3N = 1) have an r
u
= 0 at all times. In the terminology of
classical stability theory it is said that the negativity of the
Ricci curvature measures the orbital stability as opposed
to the more strict Liapunov stability (Pars 1965). This is
because we are only considering normal deviations and are
comparing trajectories with the same geodesic velocities
k u k = 1. However, unless special coordinates are used (eg.
Fermi coordinates: see Pesin 1989. In these coordinates the
second term on the right hand side of eq. (9) also vanishes)
the Ricci curvature can be negative as well as positive for
multidimensional integrable systems. Nevertheless, it will
always average out zero or positive for regular systems over
any signicant timescale.
3. Convergence is likely to be less of a problem since again
we have removed trivial deviations and are comparing tra-
jectories. Moreover, there is the advantage that one can
compare phase space averages with time averages along
the orbits thus easily checking properties such as ergodic-
ity and making sure that true convergence plateaux have
been reached, therefore isolating temporal from asymptotic
behaviour (this was done for example for chains of oscilla-
tors by using the Eisenhart metric in Casetti and Pettini
1993). This is important for studying the stability of steady
state solutions of the CBE as was noted in the introduction
(section 1.1). Similar procedures can be employed to test
the eciency of processes like violent relaxation and to ex-
amine the long time behaviour of idealized N-systems with
compact phase spaces (such as ones enclosed in boxes, eg.
Lynden-Bell 1975).
4. The method is clearly applicable to any number of dimen-
sions. In fact since the Ricci curvature measures the Phase-
space divergence of trajectories due to random perturba-
tions it is especially suited for higher dimensional systems.
5. It is hard to see how the Ricci curvature can be a discon-
tinuous function of a system's parameters unless the con-
gurational manifold itself undergoes structural changes.
In that case, this should reveal important change in the
system under consideration. In P92 and Casetti & Pet-
tini (1993) for example discontinuity of the curvature (as
a function of energy) over manifolds is reported and in-
terpreted as representing the passage through the "strong
stochastic threshold" beyond which the motion of a system
is highly irregular on short timescales. It would be impor-
tant to know if such phenomena manifest themselves in
gravitational systems.
6. Clearly for the criterion discussed above to be useful in
general r
u
will have to be mostly negative on M . In that
case we don't have to deal with any linearized equations.
Otherwise (12) (or some approximation of it, see P92) will
have to be solved. However, even that would be a great sim-
plication over the solution of the 6N linearized equations
required to nd the greatest Liapunov exponent.
7. The problem of singularity exists in this geometric method
also, however the local description allows extensions to "in-
complete " manifolds (Abraham & Marsden 1978) where
the singular points are removed. This is not attempted here
but may be possible in principle (Gurzadyan private, com-
munication).
3. Applications
3.1. Some applications that take advantage of the geometric
setting
There are at least three applications that can make use of the
geometric method described above.
1. Studying the instability properties of individual orbits in
xed potentials with compact phase spaces (in this case
the formulas in (14) will, of course, have to be modied
accordingly).
2. One can use the sign of the Ricci curvature to di-
rectly test for the stability of various solutions of the
CBE|especially those obtained by the method due to
Schwarzschild (1979)|and the eect of discreteness on
them (by varying the number of coordinates 6N while keep-
ing the same stationary distribution function). The nega-
tivity of the curvature in this case would not for example
allow triaxial solutions. Thus an asymmetric system with
anisotropic velocity dispersion will have to evolve towards a
more symmetric state if it has a suciently negative r
u
. Al-
ternatively a symmetric (eg. spherical) system can develop
collective (plasma type) instability and become less sym-
metric if its stationary state is characterized by a negative
r
u
. All this follows from the fact that r
u
depends only on
the one particle distribution function. We note that the sta-
bility of collisionless steady states (especially approximate
numerical ones) has so far eluded any general approach.
3. One can apply the method directly to systems integrated
via direct N-body simulations, perhaps starting from the
equilibrium solutions discussed above. This would help in
interpreting the results of short time integrations and lead
to classication of galaxies according to their dynamical
instability properties. Moreover, if one postulates that the
direction of evolution is towards more unstable states, one
can get an idea of what systems can evolve into each other
(that is possible directions of evolution). We note that
evolution the other way round|from more unstable to
stable|is not ruled out, as described by Gerhard (1985).
However the instability of the N-body problem (it being a
C-system in the spherical case) and the fact that structural
stability is guaranteed by precisely this instability (Anosov
1967) suggest that the former path is more likely. In this
picture, a quasi-steady state is achieved when a system,
although highly mixing, keeps its macroscopic parameters
constant and is stable against perturbations to its statis-
tical properties. The point being that if the instability is
present for most initial conditions of interest that would
mean that the system is free to move in the region of in-
terest and will tend towards a more probable state. This
state would (by denition) contain more microscopic states
compatible with it and the system would be free to move
between them. For that it must has a small diusion time
in the region of interest (a discussion of timescales, statis-
tical mechanics and ergodicity is given by Bennetin 1994)
therefore it would have to be more unstable. Regular states
cannot be very probable since they lie on 3N subspaces of
the 6N   c dimensional subset of the phase space where all
possible congurations live (c=10 stands for the number
of classical integrals used in the reduction of the N-body
problem, eg. Whittaker 1937).
3.2. Specic application and model parameters
As a rst test we apply the method described in the previous
sections to small N-systems of 231 point particles. The small
number enables us to integrate the equations of motion to high
precision, on the other hand the number should be sucient
for the results to have some statistical signicance. It is es-
sential to check if the Ricci curvature method makes adequate
predictions about the evolution of gravitational systems un-
der these controlled conditions before applying it to realistic
galaxy models where a host of auxiliary problems will arise.
The small numbers and timescales however makes it harder to
distinguish clearly between the predictions of the Ricci method
and those of two body relaxation theory. A detailed compar-
ison (including dependence of the results on N) is better left
to another study.
We choose initial conditions in which the particles are ar-
rayed into two sheets. An upper one with 11 lines consisting of
11 particles each and a lower one composed of 11 lines with 10
particles each. The lines of the upper and lower sheets are po-
sitioned in such a way that a line in the lower sheet lies at half
the distance (in the plane of the sheet) between two lines in
the upper sheet, so as to avoid direct contact of particles from
two dierent sheets when the system evolves. The separation
between the two sheets is taken to be equal to half the separa-
tion between lines in the same sheet (see the t=0 snapshots in
Fig. 3 for example). Such congurations are articial and are
therefore likely to quickly and visibly evolve, hence saving us
the trouble of long time integrations.
We use units in which the gravitational constant is unity,
the masses of all particles are also taken as unity. Time in
these units will be referred to as "physical time." Three scales
are used to determine the separation between adjacent par-
ticles d = 100  Scale where Scale takes either the value
of 1, 10.8 or 100. In what we may call the "main models"
we give the initial congurations a rigid body rotation corre-
sponding to an angular momentum of 44275 units around the
Z-axis (with Zero initial velocities in the Z direction) or a ran-
dom number generator is used to x the X-Y velocities which
give rise to a small angular momentum of 62.61 units. The
three cases of Scale = (1; 10:8; 100) correspond to energies of
( 41:471; 5:705; 0:635) with corresponding initial virial ra-
tios of (0:695; 0:0644; 0:00695) respectively. Alternatively, some
runs are started with a xed initial virial ratio of 1 and with
the same energies as above. The angular momentum is adjusted
accordingly. We shall call these the "equilibrium models" al-
though they do not start from a detailed dynamical equilib-
rium.
The integrations are performed using a variable order vari-
able step size Adams method as implemented in the NAG
(1991) routine D02CBF using a tolerance of 10
 13
. The energy
is accordingly conserved to better than 10 digits (usually 12)
for a few dynamical times. This accuracy is necessary for a rst
numerical test to eliminate the factor of serious numerical error
from the interpretations of the results. For the same reason we
integrate the equations for a relatively short time of about









) corresponding to about 2200 time units for the
scale = 1 case (in a few cases we have performed longer time
integrations). The unsoftened force law is used and softening
is only introduced to study its eect.
4. Results of numerical experiments
4.1. Averaging
In order that our criterion may be useful the Ricci curvature
must remain mostly negative throughout the evolution of a
given system. This condition cannot be generally satised be-
cause r
u
as given by (13) is singular as r
ab
! 0 for any a and b.
The time for which r
ab
is near zero must also be small compared
to the dynamical timescale of the system (a bounded orbit of
two bodies of separation 0.1 and velocity moment 0:10:1 has






the dynamical time of the
Scale = 1 main model). Therefore, during an encounter of two
or more point masses their contribution will uctuate violently
and dominate r
u
, this contribution will have a positive average
since for a time it mimics that of a two body system. Thus we
expect r
u
to be a very "bumpy" function of time for small N-
systems of point particles. This is indeed the case, as we can see
from Fig. 1A, where the Ricci curvature is plotted as a function
of dynamical time for the rotating main model with Scale = 1
(see section 3.2). We will therefore have to try to eliminate this
bumpiness in the hope that the residual curvature is negative
if the system is mixing. The approach we will use here hinges
on a theorem by Bogulyubov (P92 and the references therein)
which states that for equations of the type (12) averaged over
small timescales the solution is similar to that of the origi-
nal equation averaged over that timescale if one excludes the
possibility of parametric instability (eg. ARN) and direct sin-
gularities; this is the method we try in this study. We will not
attempt here to nd out what the theoretically optimum way
of doing that should be, but will proceed empirically. As a rst
approach we will just average over a timescale containing many
"bumps" but still small compared to the total integration time.
Fig. 1B shows the time series in Fig. 1A averaged over steps
of (1=100)4:4
D
(corresponding to 22 data points in Fig 1A)
we see that now the series becomes much more regular. To
make further progress we remove the contributions from the
most extreme peaks which can dominate the average giving
misleading results (these peaks represent points nearer to sin-
gularities). It is clear from Fig. 1A that peaks with absolute
values larger than 2 410
 4
are rare and isolated, one there-
fore is tempted to lter the results so as not to include in the
calculation of the average any peaks larger than a threshold
of this order of magnitude. Fig. 1C shows the behaviour of r
u
when a threshold of 210
 4
is taken. The striking result is the
apparent regularity and negativeness of the Ricci curvature in
this case.
It is now important to check that these results do not sen-
sitively depend on the values of the threshold used or the aver-
aging interval taken. Fig. 1D shows the behaviour of r
u
when a
threshold of 4 10
 4
(instead of 2 10
 4
) is used. The results
clearly appear to be qualitatively similar. Indeed, it has been
found that the results start to become radically dierent only
for a threshold ten times this "height". Unless stated other-
wise, it is implied that it has been checked that the results do
not sensitively depend on the threshold taken and that a value
of 210
 4
has been adopted. It has also been checked that the
results do not sensitively depend on the size of the subdivision
intervals (as long as they are not too small of course). We will
take averages over a hundred subdivisions of the integration
interval unless otherwise stated.
4.2. Rotating versus Non-rotating models
Rotation plays a central role in stellar dynamics and is one
of the parameters that vary systematically along the Hubble
sequence. Intuitively systems where random motion dominates
are expected to mix faster (at least initialy) than ones where or-
dered rotational motion does. Observations of elliptical galax-
ies also show them to be highly mixed and relatively (in com-
parison with spirals) relaxed objects so that an eective mixing
mechanism must have been at work at some stage (and could
still be). Our rst application will therefore be the compari-
son of a rapidly rotating system to one without (almost) any
rotation.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted the time series of r
u
for the two
main models with Scale = 1. Shown by the solid line is the
series corresponding to the random initial velocities, while the
dotted line represents the evolution of r
u
for the rotating case.
Initialy, the random system is much more unstable as expected
while later on it starts evolving on a longer timescale (charac-
terized by the small r
u
) while the reverse is true for the rotating
system. Explanation of this behaviour of r
u
may be obtained
by looking at the spatial evolution of the two systems. The
random system evolves much faster initialy and quickly loses
memory of its initial conguration in the X-Y projection (Fig
3A) while becoming diuse for times beyond t = 1:2   1:6
and starts to pu up in the Z-direction (Fig. 3B) thus evolv-
ing to a more isotropic state. However since it is becoming
more diuse it now takes longer to evolve because its density
is decreasing. On the other hand, the rotating system keeps
its shape almost perfectly intact until t = 2 when a distinctive
4 armed clustering pattern (Fig. 4A) starts to appear accom-
panied by the formation of high density areas. This explains
the large negative values of the Ricci curvature which in this
case representing the collective instability. Since geodesic in-
stability, as stressed earlier, is independent of the particular
evolutionary phenomenon in question, this type of relaxation
is also included in the description. When one interprets relax-
ational phenomena in terms of thermodynamic "more prob-
able states" therefore, it should be clear that those types of
instabilities could also occur. If they do not lead to complete
detachment of a system into components however, the picture
that emerges, is that while these phenomena may be important
for systems for which the classical theory holds, they cannot
characterize the long term evolution of a generic system and
that these inhomogeneities themselves produce chaos and evo-
lution towards more probable states under small dissipative or
conservative perturbations (Pfenniger & Norman 1990, Hasan
et. al. 1993, Pfenniger & Friedli 1991 and Friedli & Benz 1993
show this clearly in the case of bars, similar arguments could
apply for spiral structure and other such plasma type instabili-
ties). They are therefore not typical properties of gravitational
systems but transient ones. That means that regions of phase
space where this type of instability occur should be small com-
pared with those where the instability leading to more isotropic
states arises.
We now calculate a rough evolutionary timescale corre-
sponding to the plots in Fig 2. We take it to be the average
exponentiation rate for small random perturbations normal to
the phase-space path of the N-systems. From the considerations



















over the whole interval (for both systems) while W
starts at a value of 22 but then rises to about 42, therefore
we take a value of 30 as a rough mean. This gives a mean
exponentiation timescale of about 200 units|or 0:4
D
over
this period of time (0 to 4:4
D
).
Now what does this timescale mean? To answer this ques-
tion it is important to remember that while the exponential
solutions are local and arise from a linearization of the dynam-
ics, this instabiliy exists everywhere because of the negativity
of the average of the Ricci curvature. Moreover, the instability
is that of the ow in the full 6N phase space and not just par-
ticle orbits. Under these conditions, the divergence will lead
to mixing and lamentation which will radically alter the local
structure of the phase space. Up to resolution  the phase space







For a numerical application in double precision the smallest
resolution available is   10
 14
(incidentally, this number is
not too dierent from the ratio of the size a star to that of a






there is complete change in the system for all practical pur-
poses.
Examples of systems that were proved to behave in this
manner include the general class of C-systems (eg. Arnold's
famous cat map). Although we cannot claim that the process
is as rigorous in our case, with its non-compact phase space
and sign indeniteness of the 2d curvatures, we will follow the
assumption that it is at least qualitatively similar (the neg-
ativity of the of the averaged Ricci curvature, the results of
GS and Kandrup 1990a,1990b suggest that this may be so).
In that case we have complete modications of our systems
on a timescale of about 12.89 dynamical times. Obviously our
two examples have evolved signicantly over a timescale of this
order of magnitude|albeit each in dierent ways. We shall in
section 4.4 that on a timescale of 12
D
there is indeed complete
modication for one similar system.
Finally we note that formula (2) predicts an exponential
timescale of about 1:1
D
which is somewhat larger than the
one derived from the Ricci curvature but within reasonable
bounds considering it is only an order of magnitude estimate
derived for innite systems and does not take into account
eects due to the large scale gravitational eld that lead to
the clustering in the rotating case for example. Also their use
of the Holtsmark distribution makes the result perhaps more
applicable to cases with random initial velocities.
4.3. Varying the energy and virial ratio
We now consider systems with lower densities by keeping the
angular momentum constant. For systems initialy in a state of
collapse (vir < 1) this amounts to varying the energy|making











 v  Scale
2
 L Scale;
ifN is kept constant and L is the angular momentum of the
rotating systems. For these systems the initial virial ratios (and
hence the velocities) will be very small, therefore the results
for the rotating systems are more or less similar to those for
systems starting with random X-Y velocities. We will therefore
focus on the latter type only.
In Fig. 5 we compare the Ricci time series for initial condi-
tions with Scale = 10:8 (Fig. 5A) and Scale = 100 (Fig. 5B)
(shown by the solid lines) with those of the Scale = 1 (dot-
ted line). Clearly there is a trend towards larger timescales of
evolution for the less dense systems especially if one takes into
account that the ratio of the kinetic energy W at virial equilib-
rium of the Scale = 1 system to that of the Scale = 10:8 and
the Scale = 100 systems is 7.3 and 65.9 respectively. These re-
sults may seem counterintuitive since one knows that for initial
conditions far from dynamical equilibrium there is an ecient
mixing mechanism at work|namely violent relaxation. The
confusion is resolved however when one notices that the dy-
namical time for these two systems is much larger than the
original|being 33 and 1000 times larger. Thus, based on the
above considerations, we expect a system characterized by the
Ricci curvature shown by the solid line in Fig. 5B to evolve
extremely slowly in "physical" time units but relatively fast,
compared to the one shown by the dotted line, in terms of
dynamical time.
By looking at Fig. 6 one can clearly see that this is the
case. With every interval between "snapshots" in this gure
corresponding to a thousand intervals in Fig. 5 one sees that the
Scale = 100 system evolves much more slowly in physical time.
In terms of intrinsic dynamical times however, it is clear that it
evolves much faster than the Scale = 1 system; having quickly
lost all trace of its initial spatial conguration it then appears
to be evolving towards a state characterized by an increasingly
tight core and diuse "halo". At this stage one notice, the
almost constant (drifting slowly towards lower) negative values
of r
u
in g 5B (solid line) beyond t  3 showing that the
system is becoming more and more mixing, in agreement with
discussion in section 3.1.
4.4. Systems starting in virial equilibrium
We now keep the energies constant and increase the angular
momenta of the rotating systems in such a way as to have virial
equilibrium in the initial state. This will be accompanied by
contraction in the scale of the system. For example scale = 100
equilibrium models will actually have an inter line spacing of
about half that of the main models with the same energy. The
systems with random X-Y velocities start from the same spatial
congurations as the rotating ones with the absolute values of
the velocities rescaled accordingly.
For a system in a steady state we expect r
u
to be constant
in time. If, in addition, the motion is regular (eg. our sheets
rotate rigidly) we expect r
u
to be very near zero. Nevertheless,
due to the dierential rotation which is accompanied by collec-
tive instability and clustering, this state of aairs cannot last
too long. Similarly, due to the fast mixing dynamics in the ran-
dom case, the early equilibrium is lost. These considerations are
conrmed by plots of the Ricci curvature (Fig. 7) where values
for the equilibrium cases (solid lines) are compared with with
those of main models of the same energies (dotted lines). It is
immediately apparent that the more distant the original sys-
tem was from virial equilibrium the bigger the dierence of its
initial behaviour from its equilibrium counterpart. For example
for the Scale = 1 system (Fig 7A) the dotted and solid lines
are almost indistinguishable, while for the other two systems
the contrast in the early evolution is much clearer. Later on
however, non-equilibrium systems quickly tend towards equi-
librium making the contrast weaker. In particular, all three
rotational systems starting from virial equilibrium develop the
kind of collective instability found before (Fig. 4). This is one
of the reasons for the subsequent positive and bumpy form of
r
u
. The other being, despite the fact that we average over
50 time intervals, the irregularities cannot be suppressed be-
cause the ltering is too large (the uctuations now are much
smaller because of the lower density). Nevertheless, it is clear
from these graphs that, because the dynamical time of the equi-
librium systems is smaller than the collapsing ones (about a
third for the Scale = 100 models) these actually evolve slower
than the collapsing systems in terms of intrinsic dynamical
times throughout most of the evolution. From that and from
the results of the previous subsection we conclude that systems
starting from a state of collapse are more unstable than ones
starting near virial equilibrium. This should be obvious since
collapsing systems can "violently relax".
The X-Y spatial evolution in time of rotating Scale = 100
equilibrium model is shown in Fig. 8 where the integration
was carried over a time interval corresponding to the physical
time of integration of its main model counterpart with same
energy. It is clear that by t = 4:48 the clustering is at least
as pronounced as in Fig. 4 at t = 4:4 ( a similar comparison
can be made with the corresponding equilibrium model which
behaves in a very similar manner). This is not surprising given
the scale free nature of gravitational interactions. It is therefore
interesting to see what the rough timescales derived from the
Ricci curvature might tell us about this apparent coincidence.
Let us label the quantities relating to the Scale = 1 equilibrium
initial state by indices 1 and those relating to the Scale = 100























Both systems are always near virial equilibrium through-
out the evolution therefore the W's are constrained to be













the interval t = 0 to t = 4:4 to be r
u1


























are the initial separations of adjacent






Now, considering that the systems dier radically in en-
ergy, angular momentum and dynamical timescales this result
is rather impressive|especially if one recalls the rough way in
which we have averaged and ltered the data. It may be useful





















which is surprisingly close to the ratio derived on the basis
of the Ricci curvature.
Looking at the long time behaviour in Fig. 8 we see that
the clustering continues leading to almost total separation of
the components. The corresponding behaviour of r
u
is shown
in Fig. 9 . As would be expected the clustering gives rise to
shorter evolutionary timescales. Three characteristic timescales
can be isolated: from t = 0 to t = 7 the system can still be
considered to be one part and is connected until t  10 but then
detaches after that. These stages are clear from Fig. 8 . Thus
there is complete modication of the initial state after about 12
dynamical times as expected from eq. (16). To illustrate how
the results depend on ltering we have chosen a ltering here
of 2  10
 5
instead of the value 2 10
 4
usually used. Hence
the smoothness of the time series up to t = 4:4 in comparison
with the one in Fig. 7C .
Similar results are obtained for the cases with random ini-
tial X-Y velocities. Here the formula for two body relaxation
for a Maxwellian distribution (BT formula 8.71 which is more





= 0:66 for these two cases. In all cases equilibrium sys-
tems with random initial velocities are found to evolve consid-
erably slower on average than their main model counterparts.
This is also clear from their spatial evolution.
4.5. The eect of softening
Softening is introduced in numerical simulations of the dynam-
ics of astrophysical objects in an attempt to reduce discreteness
noise and to make these systems behave in a manner similar to
how their physical counterparts are thought to. The problem
however is that when softening is introduced one integrates dif-
ferent equations of motion, hence the results can be drastically
dierent (even qualitatively) when the softening is large.
Fig 10A shows the un-averaged Ricci time series of Fig 1A
on a smaller scale, while Fig 10B shows the corresponding series
for the same initial conditions but when the potential contains
a softening parameter (BT Formula 2.194) of 10% the initial
separation between particles (note that softening radii much
larger than this are sometimes used in simulations). There are
two eects that are clear from the comparison of the two plots:





cannot be averaged over any small timescale as to give
a negative series.
It is interesting to see whether, when averaged over a suit-
ably long timescale and ltered, the time series are again
mostly negative. Fig 11 shows that this is true for the ran-
dom case but less true for the rotating one, in any case, the
negative averages are now of the order of  10
 7
predicting an
evolutionary timescale ten times larger than than the corre-
sponding unsoftened systems|that is softening forces all evo-
lution to proceed in slow motion. Note also that those results
do not depend on the type of instability|whether it is collec-
tive as in the rotating case or just evolution towards isotropy as
in the random case. We have veried these predictions against
the spatial evolution of the corresponding models and good
agreement was found. This suggests that the large scale mo-
tion is coupled to the uctuations in the eld, even though for
the rotating case the instability is a collective (plasma type)
instability and the mean eld is almost exactly the same as
in the unsoftened case (forces between particles in the initial
conguration changed by at most 1%). The acceleration of col-
lective instability by discreteness noise is not uncommon and
was noted and explained by Sellwood (1986).
In the cases above the eect of signicant but modest soft-
ening was to increase the evolution timescale by a factor of
ten, from equation (15) this is equivalent to using 100 times
more particles|that is the evolutionary timescale predicted by
the Ricci curvature analysis of the softened system is equiva-
lent to that of an unsoftened one with the same one particle
distribution function but consisting of 23100 particles. This
perhaps would suggest that evolutionary timescales in parti-
cle simulations where heavy softening is used may not be so
much dierent from those of real galaxies. And that it is not
completely obvious that evolutionary eects not predicted by
the collisionless approximation are just numerical artifacts to
be avoided at all cost.
4.6. Scalar curvature
When the two dimensional curvatures are averaged over all
geodesics that originate at a point of M as well as all possible













With the quantity R=3N(3N   1) replacing r
u
=(3N   1)
in equation (12) one can dene a corresponding instability cri-
terion and an associated timescale. This is obviously a more
drastic approximation and because R will not depend explicitly
on the velocities (since we have summed over the directions in
the tangent space TM) it cannot contain generic information
about a system and its use for short time characterization of
the dynamics can be especially dangerous. Nevertheless, the
similarity of the third term in the formula (13) for the Ricci
curvature to the expression for R (GS formula (27)) suggests
that when this term is dominant, the scalar curvature may give
a reasonable description of the dynamics. The fact that esti-
mates of evolutionary timescales that used the order of mag-
nitude formula of GS agreed within reasonable bounds with
the ones obtained from the computations of r
u
suggests that
this term may be important in some cases since that formula
is based on an estimate of the scalar curvature.
To see if this is true, we have computed the scalar curva-
tures along the motion of the systems described in the previous
sections. We have found that using a hundred averaging inter-
vals and ltering equal to twice the absolute value of the max-
imum scale in the gures gives reasonably smooth time series
for R that do not sensitively depend on the averaging and the
ltering threshold used. Fig. 12 shows the resultant time se-
ries for the rotating equilibrium models. Clearly, those results
agree qualitatively with those inferred from the behaviour of
the corresponding time series for r
u
in Fig. 7 (although dif-
fering in some detail). The timescales also agree (when R is
divided by 3N(3N   1) as described above).
These results suggest that order of magnitude calculations
based on the scalar curvature could be justied even for sys-
tems that are far from spherical, it would be interesting to see
how the predictions of the instability timescales etc would vary
with shape.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have argued on the basis of some recent re-
sults that in the presence of chaos the conditions of classi-
cal non-evolutionary galactic dynamics may not be satised
(section 1). This makes it important to develop and to test
methods characterizing such chaotic behaviour. We have ar-
gued that methods that compare directly deviations between
nearby states of systems are valid only in the innite time limit
and therefore are not useful for characterizing the short time
behaviour of galaxies (section 2.1). On the other hand it was
suggested that geometric methods are local and are therefore
better suited for studies of the evolution of galaxies (section
2.2 and 3). We have carried out numerical simulations to test
one particular method based on the Ricci curvature of the La-
grangian congurational manifold of the N-system. The results
of these experiments show that:
1. When properly averaged to get rid of the contributions
of very close encounters the Ricci curvature is almost al-
ways negative, conrming that gravitational systems are
unstable and that the main mechanism of instability is the
negativity of the curvature of the of the conguration mani-
fold as predicted by Gurzadyan & Savvidy (1984,1986) and
Kandrup (1990a,1990b).
2. The rates of spatial macroscopic evolution of the dierent
systems both relative to each other and in terms of evolu-
tion timescales was well described by the timescales derived
on the basis of the Ricci curvature calculations. This seems
to contradict previous predictions of Sakagami & Gouda
(1991) based on the study of one-dimensional systems. In
their study however only one of 36 two dimensional cur-
vatures was negative. From their Figure 3 it is clear that
the Ricci curvature in this case is very positive, therefore
meaningless unless eq. (12) is solved.
3. When expressed in terms of dynamical times evolutionary
timescales were longer for systems starting from virial equi-
librium than those stating from a virial ratio less than one.
4. The addition of a signicant (but not very large) softening
increases the predicted evolutionary timescales consider-
ably.
5. Results derived on the basis of the scalar curvature agreed,
in general, with those obtained from the evolution of the
Ricci curvature. This result gives justication to order
of magnitude calculations, like those of Gurzadyan and
Savvidy, which are based on this quantity.
It may be argued that basing these conclusions on just the
apparent spatial evolution of the integrated systems is naive. It
may be so, but this is what we really observe of galaxies: we do
not know much about their distribution functions and we know
next to nothing about the structure of their 6N phase space.
The spatial structure of galaxies moreover forms the basis of
their classication and this is what we hope this method will
help explain. Also recent work (see El-Zant 1995) on closed and
softened systems (which therefore have a compact phase space)
seems to show that such systems evolve extremely quickly to
isothermal equilibrium (when it exists). Preliminary results
show that these timescales are in agreement with the ones ex-
tracted from analysis of the Ricci curvature thus providing
conrmation that the microscopic instability described by this
method actually has observable consequences.
So, the N-body problem is "chaotic" and this behaviour is
well described by the negativity of the curvature of the cong-
urational manifold. There is really nothing new here: the rst
property has been known since Poincare and the second since
Hadamard, it is only the implications for galaxy dynamics that
are still not clear (how widespread is the chaos and how short
are the timescles). The next step therefore would be the use of
this geometric method in the exploration of the phase space of
realistic systems. This amounts to testing the validity of the
standard theory and classifying galactic systems according to
their instability properties (ie. in terms of how good the stan-
dard theory is still an approximation). The next task would
then be to study possible directions of evolution (Section 3.1)
and the parameters which may determine the rate of this evo-
lution.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1A-D. Ricci curvature time series for rotating "main
model" Scale = 1 system: A Unaveraged time series, B with
averages taken over a hundred intervals, C as in B but with a
"lter" of 2 10
 4
, D as in B but with a lter of 4  10
 4
Fig. 2 Ricci curvature time series for main model with random
initial X-Y velocites and scale = 1 (solid line) averaged as in
the plot in Fig. 1 C (reproduced here by the dotted line)
Fig. 3A and B. Spatial evolution of the model correspond-
ing to solid line plot in Fig. 2: A X-Y projections, B X-Z
projections (t denotes time in 
D
)
Fig. 4A. and B. Spatial evolution of the model corresponding
to the dotted line plot in Fig. 3
Fig. 5A and B. Ricci curvature time series for random main
model systems with: A Scale = 10:8, B Scale = 100 averaged
as the plot in Fig. 1C (reproduced here by the dotted lines)
Fig. 6 Spatial evolution of the model corresponding to the solid
line plot in Fig 5B: A X-Y projections, B X-Z projections
Fig. 7A-C. Ricci curvature time series of the rotating equilib-
rium models (solid lines) compared with the main (collapsing)
models: A Scale = 1, B Scale = 10:8, C Scale = 100. Aver-
ages are taken over 50 time intervals (instead of a 100)
Fig. 8 X-Y projection of the spatial evolution of the model
corresponding to the solid line plot in Fig. 7C. Note the longer
time of integration.
Fig. 9 Longer time behaviour of the Ricci curvature for the
system in Fig. 11. Filtring is taken equal to 2  10
 5
Fig. 10A and B. The eect of softening: A same as in Fig.
1A but with a smaller scale,B same as in A but with softening
softening radius in the potential equal to 10% the minimum
initial separation between particles
Fig. 11A and B. A Softened Ricci time series of Fig. 15B
averaged over 10 intervals B same as in A but for the corre-
sponding system starting from random X-Y velocities.
Fig. 12A-C. Scalar curvature for the rotating equilibrium
models Scale = 1, B Scale = 10:8, C Scale = 100
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